Triple Block Nanocarrier Platform for Synergistic Cancer Therapy of Antagonistic Drugs.
A unique biodegradable triple block nanocarrier (TBN) is designed and developed for synergistic combination therapy of antagonistic drugs for cancer treatment. The TBN was built with hydrophilic polyethylene glycol (PEG) outer shell; a middle hydrophobic and biodegradable polycaprolactone (PCL) block for encapsulating anthracycline anticancer drug like doxorubicin (DOX), and an inner carboxylic-functionalized polycaprolactone (CPCL) core for cisplatin (CP) drug conjugation. TBN-cisplatin drug conjugate self-assembled as stable nanoparticles in saline (also in PBS) wherein the hydrophobic PCL block functions as a shield for Pt-drug stability against GSH detoxification. Enzymatic-biodegradation of TBN exclusively occurred at the intracellular environment to deliver both cisplatin (CP) and doxorubicin (DOX) simultaneously to the nucleus. As a result, the TBN-cisplatin conjugate and its DOX-loaded nanoparticles accomplished 100% cell growth inhibition in GSH overexpressed breast cancer cells. Combination therapy revealed that free drugs were antagonistic to each other, whereas the dual drug-loaded TBN exhibited excellent synergistic cell killing at much lower drug concentrations in breast cancer cells. Confocal microscopic analysis confirmed the localization of drugs in the cytoplasm and at peri-nuclear site. Flow cytometry analysis revealed that the drugs were taken up 4-fold better while delivering them from TBN platform compared to free form. The TBNs approach is a perfect platform to overcome the GSH detoxification in Pt-drugs and enable the codelivery of antagonistic drugs like cisplatin and DOX from single polymer dose to accomplish synergistic killing in breast cancer cells.